Abstract. In the paper we study configurations which are obtained as Desarguesian closure of binomial graphs. Their parameters are calculated, and their automorphisms are determined.
Introduction
The notion of Desarguesian closure of a complete graph, introduced in [4] , is an analogue of a projective closure of an affine space in the case when the considered structure does not contain a parallelity. For an arbitrary complete graph K n -(V, £), where £ = P2(V) is the set of all two-element subsets of V and = n one defines a regular configuration D(K n ) of rank 3 (called the Desarguesian closure of K n ), which results by adding a new point on each line (edge) of K n , and some new lines on new points. This procedure results in a configuration which can be considered as a generalization of Desargues configuration. The construction of D(X n ) can be applied, in fact, to an arbitrary graph. In the paper we establish basic parameters of the structure D(<8), where 53 is a binomial graph, and characterize the group Aut(D(93)).
Definitions
If X is an arbitrary set we write Pk{X) for the family of all fc-element subsets of X. Let & = {S,£) be an arbitrary graph, i.e. let 0 / £ C P 2 (5'). With every L e £ we associate an element L°° in such a way that L°° ^ S and # L 2°° for distinct Lu L 2 € £. Set = {L°°: L € £} and S = SUS°°. For L € £ we put L = L U {L°°}. A subset Z G P 3 (S) will be called a plane of © if P2 (Z) C £; let T be the set of all planes of 6. Then for any Z € T we define a new "line" Z°° = {L°°: Let V be an arbitrary finite nonempty set, n = |F|, and k be an integer with 0 < k < n. For an integer m we define a binary relation C Pfc(V) x Pk{V) by the formula x^kmx2rn |xxn x2\=m. 
Clearly, every relation is symmetric. If max(0,2k -n) < m < k then we can identify the relation vf^ with the set tf* = {{Xi,X2}: X^X2} and therefore, for any triple (n, k, m) of integers such that
we have a graph
where V is an arbitrary set with = n, called the binomial graph of the type (n, k, m) (cf. [1] ).
Note that QJQ' 1 is simply the complete graph on n vertices (cf. [5] ). Note also that if 0 < k < n then max(0,2k -n) < k -1 < k and is the structure of set-theoretical pencils, as defined in [4] , Finally, note a similarity between the construction of binomial graph, as a certain relation in the boolean lattice (P(V), C) and the construction of spine space (cf. [3] ) and the "distance function" in the lattice of all vector subspaces of a vector space V.
We have an evident but useful Our goal is to determine basic parameters and properties of the geometry of D(9C fe ).
Parameters of binomial graphs and their desarguesian closure
In this section we shall determine most essential parameters of D(93m' 
In accordance with our notation we have that
• B fl Ao can be chosen in ways.
• Since \AI \ Aq\ = k -m and \A{ n B\ = m, the set B n (AI \ ^4o) has m -s elements and it can be chosen in ways, for i -1,2.
• Finally, the set B fl (A\ U A2) has 2m -s elements, and A' has 2k -m elements, so B fl (V" \ A') can be chosen in (^I^ml'sj) ways.
Thus we obtain the formula
On the other hand we note that, clearly, 0 < s, but also m -s < k -m, which yields s > 2m -k and thus s > s m i n . Analogously, s < m and k + s -2m < n + m -2k, which yields s < s max . Finally, we note that through q there passes exactly one proper line so, r'°° = r°° + 1.
• Proof. Clearly, QJq' 1 is a complete graph, so it is a linear space, and, by 2.2, QJq' 1 = Wn-2 1 -K is seen that if 1 < A; < n -1 then there are at least two integers m\,m,2 such that max(0,2k -n) < mi < k, and from 2. On the other hand L cannot be completed to a triangle, so the only line of D(QC fc ) through L°° is L, which yields r /00 (n, k,m) = 1.
Let L = {A,B} be an edge of and let S be the set of all points of %3m k collinear with A. Note that whenever X £ S completes L to a triangle then this triangle yields an improper line through q = L°°, and every improper line through q is determined by some X E S with I/B, Xty^B. Therefore, r°°(n, k, m) < rprp(n, k, m) -1, and the rank of A and the rank of q are equal if every point X collinear with A is collinear with B as well.
Consider A, B with A^B.
Assume that m / 0 and let, first, m ^ k-1. From (1) there is a G A\B -A\(v4fl5) and from assumptions there is c G AnB. Set X = (B\{c})u{a}. 
Proof. Clearly, QJm contains a triangle if sm;n < smax. In accordance with definitions (cf. 3.3) we need 0,2m -k < m,n -3k + 3m. This yields four inequalities, three of them are consequences of (1), and the fourth states 0 < n -3k + 3m, which is our claim.
• It is worth noting that there are binomial graphs with no improper line in its desarguesian closure; as an example (see table 1) we can take
In view of 4.3, if 3(k -m) < n then the horizon of %Jm k i e. the structure H(5Jm fe ) formed by all the improper points and all the improper lines of D(5Jm fe ) is a regular configuration. However, this horizon may be in some sense degenerate. (iii) n = 2k -m and k < 2m. Then r°°(n,k,m) = (fc?m) and WZf ^
Automorphisms
Recall the known fact. 
